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abA la*ige, longy-bodied man.
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£IiThree srmall stars [?4, 01, and Sh2, of
Orion,1 forming the points Of a tringl, in the
hamd ofutqJ The 5th Mansion of the Moon.
(ElI-paweenee.) [This is accord, to thoea who
make :P; w signify the "auroral setting:"
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A cause of perdition, or of death. (TA
&"4.*
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. : A place of perdition or
.Jd.4.)
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1. Ua, said of the heart, It fluttered, or palpitated, and, as Z says, was flurre by reasn
of grief, or of beating. (TA.) See 1, in art. ,J
$idh A slap, lapse, fault, or fall into wrong(TA.)
doing; pi.~h.
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it:-~... Thtefie'st night of the lunar month.
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came
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passed away, was not, was no more, or became
a
A
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non-existent or annihilated: (KL, P~ in ex- (TA,
road that destroys him who seeks water, by
planation of !JY.a, &c.:) orfell: or became in a road
reason of its far ewtent. (0.)
had, or corrupt, state; became corrupted, vitiated, reason
marred, or spoiled: or went away, no one knew
whither: (Mghi in explaniation of 1'i:)he died.
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At
At thine ease: see 1 iu art. j
caused to perish or come to an end, mnade amay,
did away wvith, or brought to nougt, him, or it,
took away his lift.
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10. JLLV.~! properly signifies Hie scu7g4t, or
courted, destruction; like A t:see J.
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